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Introduction 
• This research covered two projects related to anomaly analysis of large sets of data 
• Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) has recently switched from a DST/INI file 
type combination to a single PDAT style function. 
• Statistical anomaly detection studies can also be applied to Mutual Funds and 
Exchange Traded Funds used to analyze previous performance and predict future 
outcomes. 
• This data analysis can be used to better understand overall trends in power grid 
performance and financial standing, respectively.  
PDAT versus DST/INI File Types: 
• DST/INI File Type Outline 
• Sort and manipulate data based on provided information 
• Set up data frame in preparation of reading in observations 
• INI describes the organization of data 
• DST provides actual Phasor data 
 
 
 
• Example INI  and DST Data 
 
 
 
 
 
• PDAT File Type Outline 
• Combined file type 
• Stored in binary format and read in as Hexadecimal 
• Major Task: searching for separating factors in the binary data 
• Example PDAT Output   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Future Work and Conclusions 
• Generating this  User Interface in R showed many of the possibilities 
available for data analysis and output with the constantly developing 
technology. 
• Interactive analysis of large data provides for various needs including: 
• Past performance of data 
• Future predictions of data behavior 
• Comparison of variables 
• A similar user interface is being created for the BPA data 
• Pending the function for PDAT data, BPA  data analysis will be 
practically real-time 
• Large data sets exist beyond financial and power grid data 
• R has moved beyond a simple statistics language to allow for easier 
functionality for non-statistically familiar users 
• This forward movement has allowed R to keep up with technology changes 
such as that from DST file type to PDAT file type 
• Additionally, the new package Shiny  s designed to highlight the 
interactivity available  with R 
• This lead to the creation of the Mutual Fund and Exchange Traded 
Fund User Interface 
Creating an Interactive R User Interface 
• Using readily available technology  
to make previously static plots (shown in upper plot) 
dynamic  and interactive (shown in lower plot). 
• These plots are dependent on user input as  
Indicated below.  
 
   All of these images illustrate 
   the benefits of the user  
   interactivity available through 
   R and the Shiny package.  These 
   graphs were created dynamically 
   based on user input and  
   and generated in the same  
   HTML frame   
 
